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EDITORIAL
This was an intense quarter but the students emerged as the victors battling the scorching heat while
training their juniors for the House Nights which were an immense success as well as giving their all to
prepare for their mid-term examinations. This quarter also welcomed two new members to The British CoEd family, an exchange student from Germany and an exchange teacher from Argentina. Undoubtedly,
these three months kept the students on their toes!

JAPAN TRIP: TOKYO, KYOTO, OSAKA AND HIROSHIMA
A trip to Japan was something which was readily
welcomed by us. The Land of the Rising Sun, Japan,
has incredible mountain scenery with a long history
of culture and tradition combined with delightful
cuisine. On our trip we visited many cities - Tokyo,
Kyoto, Osaka and Hiroshima. We visited the famous
Buddhist temples - Meiji Jingu and Sensoji shrines.
The bullet train ride to Mt. Fuji and the splendid view
of Lake Kawaguchiko in Oshi Park and Lake Ashi
mesmerized us all. Visiting Hiroshima brought sad
memories of the beautiful city destroyed by the
atomic bomb. The memories of this unfortunate
incident still haunt the Japanese though they have tried hard to move on.
The interaction with the students of The Osaka Prefectural Fuse High School was quite a cultural
learning experience. We learnt some calligraphy and craft during our sessions there. It was a unique
experience to be a part of the Japanese tea ceremony. We were served 'chado' or 'sado' in beautiful ceramics
with motifs bowls. We spent a day at “Universal Studios”, it was fun to be at the rides, shows and various
other attractions there. We have some cherished memories of the beautiful and rich culture on our nine day
trip. These memories are etched on our minds for a lifetime.

AN INTERVIEW WITH ANA - INTERNATIONAL FACULTY
What is your impression of The British Co-Ed High School?
“Very big” were the first words that came to my mind. Moreover, it has not just one
but two huge buildings which are full of people. I met the Principal Ma'am and the
teachers on the first day who are very nice and kind. The teachers also share their
food with me (laughs).
Have you tried the local cuisine?
Oh yes! I've tried a lot of food. It is simply delicious. Before coming to India,
people said that Indian food would be too spicy for me to eat but I don't have much
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difficulty. I've tasted Rajma Chawal, Curry Chawal, Poha, Paneer and
Neuquen, Argentina
Chicken. I've also learnt to make chapatti and paratha.
How does it differ from your cuisine?
In Argentina, we don't use so many ingredients and spices and the food is mostly boiled but in India, each
dish has a ton of spices and the food is mostly fried.
What cultural differences do you find in India as compared to your country?
In Argentina, the indigenous languages had been wiped out by the Spanish Colonisation years ago but in
India, all the
languages have been
preserved. Another
difference is that
people here tend to
be more religious.
Even the clothing
style is quite different
as women usually
wear beautifully
colourful kurtas here.

AFS PROGRAMME
INTER-SCHOOL DEBATE COMPETITION
Our school hosted The Frank Anthony Memorial All India Inter-School Debate Competition 2019
(CATEGORY - I and II) STAGE - I on 11th July, 2019. With the majority of the audience soon to become
eligible to vote, the topic of the motion was apt - "Effective Citizenship is only possible through Effective
Democracy." The participants gave nail-biting views and it was indeed an interesting gathering. The panel of
judges included Prof. S. C. Sharma (Former Head of PG Department of English, Govt. Mohindra Collage,
Patiala), Prof. Swaraj Raj (Head of English Department, Shri Guru Granth Sahib World University, Fatehgarh
Sahib) and Dr. Gurleen Ahluwalia (Assistant Professor of English at University College, Ghanaur, Patiala).

AFS PROGRAMME
AN INTERVIEW WITH OSKAR - YFU STUDENT
Where are you from?
A village named Hoisdorf in
Northern Germany near
Hamburg and my school is
Stormarn Schule.
What is your impression of
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School?
I really like it. At first glance, I thought, “This is a
very big school.”
How was your first day at The British Co-Ed High
School?
It was very interesting as I met a lot of new
people and learnt new things about an entirely
different country.
Is it difficult for you to survive in Punjab without
knowing the local language?
Not so much in school as everybody speaks
English but sometimes it is difficult for others to
understand my accent. I have taken up Punjabi as an
official subject and I'm slowly learning…
Have you tried the local cuisine?
Yes, yes! But the names never
register in my mind.
How does it differ from your
cuisine?
It is definitely spicier. In
Germany, we usually have food
like bread and jam for breakfast
and bread stuffed with potatoes
for lunch. We also have different

kinds of meat in Germany but people in India mostly
have chicken.
What cultural differences do you find in India as
What cultural differences do you find in India as
compared to your country?
People here really respect others and are more
interactive. There is a wide range of religions here
unlike Germany where Christians and Muslims are
the only dominant communities.
Is there any difference in the education system of
Germany and India?
Yes! I have only 6 subjects here but in Germany, I
had 12 subjects, so that is a major difference.
Germany also doesn't offer subjects like Psychology,
Sociology and Economics.
What is your favourite subject and why?
Punjabi, because it is a whole new language for
me and I absolutely enjoy learning it.
What challenges have you faced in India?
Language and cultural barriers are the greatest
challenges.

IAYP TRIP - HATU AND SHOGI
The IAYP trip to Shogi and Hatu
in Himachal Pradesh was
organised for the Bronze and
Silver level participants of classes
IX to XII during the summer
vacations. The students were
taken for mountain trekking and
were even thrilled with
unforgettable experiences of
different adventure activities such as rock climbing, rappelling, zip lining etc. Every activity tried the
strength and flexibility of the participants and taught them to sustain themselves in the toughest conditions
and to improve their endurance level. The vision of IAYP is to engage young people from diverse
backgrounds; equip them with life skills; empower them to succeed in life and reward their achievements.

HOUSE NIGHTS
Keeping traditions alive and buzzing from September
4 to 6, 2019, students of classes III to V presented
some scintillating performances. Plays based on
Roald Dahl's stories to plays reflecting our present
climate problems and society's ways enthralled
everyone. Traditional Punjabi folk dance with a live
dhol and singers kept the audience spellbound as did
the classical and modern dances. The judges were
Ms. Roopinder Kaur, Ms. Ana Cecilia, Spanish
teacher and Ms. Malkiat Sandhu, former HOD,
Physical Education. Tolstoy House bagged the first
position.
English Play
Best Actor
(Male)

Best Actor
(Female)

Garvit Madan
(Tagore House)

Gurnaaz Kaur
(Tolstoy House)

Hindi Play
Best Actor
(Male)

Best Actor
(Female)

Arpit Malhotra
Soham Sethi
(Teresa House)

Vaishnavi Singla
(Teresa House)

Punjabi Play
Best Actor
(Male)

Best Actor
(Female)

Anshvir S Sidhu
(Tagore House)

Ishmeet Kaur
(Tolstoy House)

Special mention: Tavleen Kaur (Tolstoy House)

AFS PROGRAMME
CAREER
COUNSELING WORKSHOP AND SKYPE SESSION
Career counseling workshops for the students of classes X, XI and XII were organized in the school on
August 06, 2019 by Univariety. The topic of the workshop for class X was “Traditional & Emerging Courses
in Humanities – Why Humanities?” “CV Building Workshop” was the topic for the students of classes XI and
XII. One-on-one Skype counseling was organized for the students of classes X and XII from August 19, 2019
to August 30, 2019 in order to give them a wider perspective of the streams they have chosen.

HERITAGE WALK
The students of our School participated in the Heritage Walk, Samana. Heritage walk plays an important role
in connecting the youth with the rich culture and heritage of the region. Under the campaign, our school
students visited 1250 year old Panj Peer, Lal Haveli, Badminton Club and other important heritage places of
Samana.

AFS PROGRAMME
VISIT TO A NURSERY
The science hands on activity gives an
opportunity to students to explore the basic
concepts of nature and co-relate them with daily
activities. The students of class IV and V had this
sensory experience when they visited a Plant
Nursery.
Students observed and explored a variety of
shrubs, cactus, creepers, herbs, palms, fruit bearing
trees and different types of leaves.

NCC - FLYING SQUAD
To be a part of the National Cadet Corps (NCC) is a dream for most of us but a reality for only a handful
rd
of students. The students of 3 PB Air Sqn of NCC got the opportunity of flying from Aviation Club, Patiala
in the month of August, 2019. There were a total of fifty students from both 1st and 2nd year of NCC. The
feeling of soaring high in the sky makes one believe that the world is ours to grab. However, the feeling of
being able to see our school from the air cannot be explained in words.

DENGUE AWARENESS DRIVE
The NSS volunteers and NCC cadets of The
British Co Ed High School conducted an awareness
drive for prevention and cure of Dengue in the
adopted village, Ultpur. Students went door to door
to educate rural people about ill-effects of standing
water. The students carried posters, banners and
advised people to clean their coolers, pits at least
once in a week. The drive was imperative during
breeding season of mosquitoes. The residents of
Ulatpur were extremely enthusiastic and they
ensured to follow the preventive measures for
Dengue.

ENVIRONMENT @ BCEHS
“India has just five years to solve its water crisis” - CNN.
Groundwater, which has been steadily depleting for years, makes up 40% of the country's water supply.
But other sources are also running dry - almost two-thirds of India's reservoirs are running below normal
water levels, 21 Indian cities, including Patiala, are expected to run out of water. The scenario is alarming,
we all have been talking about it but has anyone given it a serious thought?
A growing demand for water implies the need for an improved understanding of our resources, and the
ability to manage that demand in a sustainable way. This thought has made our Founder Principal Rosa
Ma'am take the initiative to revive water bodies (recharging wells), recycle water and rain water harvesting.
Information on progress will be given in the next edition.

AFS INTERCULTURAL PROGRAMMES
OUR YOUNG GLOBAL SCHOLAR SANCHIT NANDA
Our student, sanchit Nanda is one of the three students from AFS Member Schools in
India to go on the full scholarship STEM programme sponsored by BP Global went to
Texas, US for a month.
Why did you opt for this exchange and what did you study there?
It was an exchange by STEM based on “energy”. I have always been intrigued by
Science and Technology, so I had to go. Another factor that motivated me was cultural
interest. It was a four-week course focusing on Science, Engineering, Technology and
Mathematics. So, we basically studied Biomedical Engineering and Space Physics.
What was your biggest fear?
I didn't know if I could adapt to people from different cultures. It was difficult for the first few days but
everybody was so interactive that we were like a family by the end of the program.
What is the difference between the Indian and the American education system?
India has a “teacher-centric approach” towards education wherein students completely rely on teachers
but America has a “student-centric approach” wherein students research and prepare presentations to have
debates and discussions on the given topic in class. This enhances their communication skills as they
believe “if you convince the people, you have the power.” Besides theoretical syllabus, practical
demonstration is a must in America. They also do not have rigorous written exams. There is a huge
difference in students' attitude as well. Here, students are always so stressed out but there, students are
very casual and know how to work smartly and efficiently.
What cultural differences
did you experience?
I interacted with students
from nine different
countries so everybody
spoke a different language
and with a different accent
of English.

AFS INTERCULTURAL PROGRAMME - TURKEY AND ITALY
AFS stresses the importance of intercultural youth exchange and short term programs to expand access
to intercultural education. Our students Deepamber of class X and Shashwat of class XII went to Turkey and
Italy respectively. AFS is a life-changing experience that lasts forever, is the thought shared by them. It was
indeed an eye opener for them since they visited many places, experienced different cultures and could
correlate themselves with the bigger picture of the global society.

INTER-HOUSE SPORTS ACTIVITIES
The Inter-House Sports activities for High School and Middle School boys and girls were organized in the
months of August and September. Students participated with great enthusiasm in track and field events like
shot put, discus throw, long jump for the high school and kho-kho, basketball, cricket and hockey
tournaments for the high and middle school.

AFS PROGRAMME LIBRARY NEWS
“Books give a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination and life to everything.”
- Plato
A library plays a very important role in promoting individual and group learning, helps in developing
students' vocabulary and enhancing comprehension. It is a proven fact that reading makes one more
advanced. A library is an essential instrument of developing desirable study habits in students.

